Design and function of biomimetic multilayer water purification membranes
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Multilayer architectures in water purification membranes enable increased water throughput, high filter efficiency, and high molecular loading capacity. However, the preparation of membranes with well-organized multilayer structures, starting from the nanoscale to maximize filtration efficiency, remains a challenge. We report a complete strategy to fully realize a novel biomaterial-based multilayer nanoporous membrane via the integration of computational simulation and experimental fabrication. Our comparative computational simulations, based on coarse-grained models of protein nanofibrils and mineral plates, reveal that the multilayer structure can only form with weak interactions between nanofibrils and mineral plates. We demonstrate experimentally that silk nanofibril (SNF) and hydroxyapatite (HAP) can be used to fabricate highly ordered multilayer membranes with nanoporous features by combining protein self-assembly and in situ biomineralization. The production is optimized to be a simple and highly repeatable process that does not require sophisticated equipment and is suitable for scaled production of low-cost water purification membranes. These membranes not only show ultrafast water penetration but also exhibit broad utility and high efficiency of removal and even reuse (in some cases) of contaminants, including heavy metal ions, dyes, proteins, and other nanoparticles in water. Our biomimetic design and synthesis of these functional SNF/HAP materials have established a paradigm that could lead to the large-scale, low-cost production of multilayer materials with broad spectrum and efficiency for water purification, with applications in wastewater treatment, biomedicine, food industry, and the life sciences.

INTRODUCTION

Membranes for water treatment have progressively been developed in recent years to address global challenges of water pollution, because they are an energy- and waste-efficient means to remove molecular-level contaminants (1–3). A variety of new materials [for example, polymers (4–8), biopolymers (9–12), and inorganic nanomaterials (13–23)] and novel fabrication methods [for example, block copolymer self-assembly (5, 6, 8), template synthesis (7, 15), track-etching technique (23, 24), chemical vapor deposition (25, 26), and layer-by-layer assembly (27)] have been developed to improve the purification efficiency of these membranes. However, preparing low-cost water purification membranes while retaining mechanical strength and high purification performance remains a challenge.

Multilayer filtration membranes have several unique advantages to solve this problem, including enhanced throughput, high filter efficiency, high molecular loading capacity, and low pressure drop (22, 28–32). Nature has used multilayer architectures for water purification for millions of years in environments that consist of vegetation, gravel, sand, and soil layers (33). When rainfall lands in forests, deserts, and wetlands, the water soaks into the ground through the vegetation layer, where large soil particles are trapped by the gravel layer and the rainfall is further cleansed through fine layers of sand and soil (soil horizons). However, directly mimicking the design and ingenuity of nature in the laboratory for practical applications remains a challenge. Layer-by-layer assembly is one method of building multilayer structures (34–36), but this approach comes with several drawbacks, such as limited material selectivity, a time-consuming and tedious process, and the relatively weak mechanical properties of the resultant membranes. Recently, a variety of laminar inorganic nanosheets, such as graphene oxide (16–19), molybdenum disulfide (20), and tungsten disulfide (21), have been used to build layered purification membranes. However, without complex and expensive processing, these membranes will not have nanosized porous structures. Water can only permeate from gaps and interlayer spaces between nanosheets; thus, their permeation rate leaves significant room for improvement.

Besides laminar inorganic nanomaterials, biomaterials (for example, cellulose, chitin, and proteins) have also been used to make filtration membranes (9–11). Recently, we have shown that liquid-exfoliated silk nanofibrils (SNFs) could be used to make filtration membranes with high water flux and efficient separation performance for dyes, proteins, and nanoparticles (11). However, the pristine SNF membrane, similar to other biomaterial-based filtration systems, has small and un tunable pore sizes (for example, diameters of 8 to 12 nm in the liquid-exfoliated SNF membrane). Thus, water (and solvent) permeation rates decline markedly with an increase of membrane thickness, and the molecular loading capacity for purification is also limited. This problem can be solved, to some extent, by combining different protein fibrils within the same membrane. For instance, we can integrate SNFs and amyloid fibrils into a homogeneous membrane (37) and enzymatically etch amyloids from mature hybrid membranes, resulting in tunable nanoporous structures. However, the stability and mechanical properties of the resultant membranes require improvement, especially for the membranes with a high percentage of amyloids, as well as those that have been enzymatically etched. Although biomaterials have imperfections, they have been shown to be a useful option for developing novel water treatment membranes, in part because of their cost-saving, environmentally friendly, and biocompatibility advantages. However, it remains a
challenge to efficiently and accurately produce multilayer porous structures of biomaterials to achieve optimized separation performance, mechanical resilience, and stability. This limitation is due to the challenges of materials design, which require an in-depth understanding of both the molecular interactions and chemical processes.

Here, we design a de novo strategy to make multilayer nanoporous membranes via the integration of computational simulation and experimental fabrication. The core methodology is to use soft and hard nanobuilding blocks for the construction of multilayer nanoporous structures. The soft layer, which has a smaller pore size (several nanometers in diameter), serves as a size selectivity layer to effectively filter out molecular-level contaminants. The hard layer, which has a large pore size and high porosity, allows water to pass through quickly and provides structural support for the soft layer. In addition, the alternating arrangement of these two layers can further improve the permeability of these membranes. Many natural systems, such as nacre, enamel, and bone, use proteins and calcium-based minerals to build their sophisticated multilayer architectures with enhanced physical properties (38). Moreover, both proteins and calcium-based minerals have shown promising applications in water purification and other extensive fields (39, 40); thus, we selected these two components as starting building blocks to generate the composites.

RESULTS
To identify the conditions where these two components can form porous multilayer structures, we developed coarse-grained models of the protein nanofibrils (NFs) and calcium-based mineral nanoplates (NPs). Each NF and NP was modeled by an elastic network with carefully chosen elastic constants to reflect the elastic properties of the materials and with mass concentrated at the junction beads to reflect the material densities (see section S2). Using the collection of these models, we ran molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to simulate their assembly during the deposition process in water flow. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the assembly process of SNFs and hydroxyapatite (HAP) nanocrystals, which demonstrates that, by tuning the material stiffness, density, and interfacial interactions between the subunits, the SNFs and HAP nanocrystals can assemble to form either a multilayer structure with a clear boundary between two material phases or a homogeneous mixture of the two materials. We discovered that, for a wide range of mineral density (as the material density of the protein is almost fixed) and stiffness of NFs and NPs, the interfacial energy (γ) between NF and NP plays the dominant role in governing the assembly. The computational simulations for weak NF/NP interaction revealed that the NFs are assembled into a continuous network during the deposition process and that their deposition rates are smaller than those of NP flakes that lack this self-assembly process. Turning to strong NF/NP interactions, NF and NP flakes are well mixed by self-assembly before they are deposited on the substrate. Accordingly, an NF/NP interaction weaker than both NF/NF and NP/NP interactions (γ < 0.217 J/m², the average surface energy measured for protein filament assembly; see section S2) is necessary to form the layered structures (Fig. 1 and movies S1 to S3). This finding is critical for selecting a suitable combination of materials to form multilayer structures, because many protein/mineral combinations have strong interfacial interactions and are not suitable for use as raw materials to form these multilayer structures.

On the basis of these simulations, different material combinations were scanned, and SNFs and HAP were selected to conduct the experiments.

**Fig. 1.** Coarse-grained computational MD simulations of SNF/HAP assembly and deposition. Elastic network models are built on mechanics and geometry feature of the unit building blocks. HAP-SNF surface energy γ (J/m²) is not certain because it depends on the molecular structure and the hierarchy structure of the interface in contact. This is important in forming the layered structure. For the SNF/HAP model, HAP and SNF particles were randomly distributed initially and then subjected to a gravity field that accounts for the drag force from the water flow. (A to C) Snapshots of the HAP/SNF assembly process during deposition, with γ set as 0 (A), 0.217 J/m² (B), and 0.53 J/m² (C).
SNFs were used as starting materials. In contrast to our previous liquid exfoliation (top-down) routes for the SNF formation, here, we develop a new and more energetically efficient approach to produce SNFs, controlling the self-assembly of the silk protein (see Fig. 2A and section S3 for more details). First, aqueous silk solution [0.1 weight % (wt %)] was assembled into elongated SNFs with a height of ~3 nm and a contour length of up to 5 μm after heating. Second, the SNFs were used as templates to grow HAP nanocrystals with needle-like structure through in situ biomineralization. These HAP nanocrystals, with a length of 100 to 300 nm and a width of 20 to 30 nm, showed a uniform needle-like morphology and was stabilized by the connected SNF networks; thus, these HAP nanocrystals were finely dispersed and highly stable in the SNF solution (Fig. 2A), in contrast to the flower-like HAP aggregates in silk solution from control experiments (see section S4). Finally, the SNF/HAP dispersion was assembled into water-insoluble macroscopic membranes via vacuum filtration (Fig. 2B). The thickness of the membranes is adjusted by controlling the volume of the SNF/HAP dispersion during processing because they have a linear relationship (fig. S10). The 4-μm-thick membranes (Fig. 2B) can be easily removed from the supporting substrate and exhibit excellent mechanical flexibility (section S5). For example, 37-μm-thick membranes have a modulus of 7.7 ± 0.2 GPa, around three times higher than the modulus of pristine self-assembled SNF membrane (2.25 ± 0.25 GPa) and liquid-exfoliated SNF membrane (3.5 ± 0.3 GPa) (11, 37). With regard to toughness, the SNF/HAP membranes have a value of 1.7 ± 0.3 MJ/m², 10 to 100 times higher than that of SNF membranes (0.09 to 0.2 MJ/m²) (11, 37). This property ensures the durability of SNF/HAP membranes during the standby and high-pressure purification processes.

These SNF/HAP membranes show highly ordered multilayer structures with ~200-nm-thick alternated HAP and SNF layers (a 4-μm-thick membrane as an example; Fig. 2B). The number of layers is tunable by changing the consumption of dispersion (Fig. 3). Typically, 1 ml of ~0.2 wt % dispersion generates a double-layer membrane, with HAP settling in the bottom layer and the SNF remaining on the top (Fig. 3, A and B). Each layer has a similar thickness of approximately 500 nm. Both layers have uniform dispersions of SNFs and HAPs, respectively, but they show distinct pore sizes (Fig. 3, C and D). The SNF layer has a narrow pore size distribution with a diameter of 8 ± 2 nm (can serve as a size selectivity layer). In contrast, the HAP layer has a larger pore size distribution with a diameter of 28 ± 5 nm (can enhance the water permeation). By progressively adding the volume of the SNF/HAP dispersion, the number of layers is increased and reaches tens of layers.
filtration assessment (Fig. 4F) and much higher than that of both pure addition, the flux of the SNF/HAP membranes is stable in a 24-hour theory of uniform materials (SNF membranes with similar thicknesses and the Hagen-Poiseuille models for multilayer structures (Fig. 4E and section S8). These results indicate that the multilayer structures in the membrane do enhance the flux of water through the membranes with similar diameters and thicknesses.

Another unique advantage of SNF/HAP membranes is their rapid and diversified formation process (Fig. 4, A to C). For example, the 4-μm-thick membrane only required 9 s under vacuum fabrication at 80 kPa (Fig. 4D). These membranes can also be formed directly on a commercial syringe filter by hand-operated extrusion (Fig. 4B). Profiting from the SNF/HAP networks in solution, SNF/HAP composites can stand on support substrates with pore sizes that are much larger (more than 100 times) than their own sizes, such as a 5-μm syringe macrofilter and 40- to 50-μm glass filters (section S7). As controls, other materials, such as top-down graphene oxide, however, directly pass through the filter (section S7). As a result, in addition to making pressure-driven filtration membranes (Fig. 4C), this SNF/HAP dispersion is suitable for producing highly permeable syringe ultrafilters (Fig. 4B and movie S4), even when a commercial syringe filter with a maximum pore size (the lowest cost systems) is used.

Next, the water flux of SNF/HAP membranes is assessed. Remarkably, fluxes of 0.3-μm-thick SNF/HAP membranes are up to 8355 liter hour⁻¹ m⁻² bar⁻¹, more than 1000 times higher than those of commercial filtration membranes (41–43) and more than 4 times higher than those of most advanced, recently reported ultrathin membranes with similar thicknesses (Fig. 4E) (4, 5, 9–11, 18, 20, 21). In addition, the flux of the SNF/HAP membranes is stable in a 24-hour filtration assessment (Fig. 4F) and much higher than that of both pure SNF membranes with similar thicknesses and the Hagen-Poiseuille theory of uniform materials (9, 44), more consistent with mechanical models for multilayer structures (Fig. 4E and section S8). These results indicate that the multilayer structures in the membrane do enhance the flux of water through the membranes with similar diameters and thicknesses.

Another unique advantage of SNF/HAP membranes is their rapid and diversified formation process (Fig. 4, A to C). For example, the 4-μm-thick membrane only required 9 s under vacuum fabrication at 80 kPa (Fig. 4D). These membranes can also be formed directly on a commercial syringe filter by hand-operated extrusion (Fig. 4B). Profiting from the SNF/HAP networks in solution, SNF/HAP composites can stand on support substrates with pore sizes that are much larger (more than 100 times) than their own sizes, such as a 5-μm syringe macrofilter and 40- to 50-μm glass filters (section S7). As controls, other materials, such as top-down graphene oxide, however, directly pass through the filter (section S7). As a result, in addition to making pressure-driven filtration membranes (Fig. 4C), this SNF/HAP dispersion is suitable for producing highly permeable syringe ultrafilters (Fig. 4B and movie S4), even when a commercial syringe filter with a maximum pore size (the lowest cost systems) is used.

Another unique advantage of SNF/HAP membranes is their rapid and diversified formation process (Fig. 4, A to C). For example, the 4-μm-thick membrane only required 9 s under vacuum fabrication at 80 kPa (Fig. 4D). These membranes can also be formed directly on a commercial syringe filter by hand-operated extrusion (Fig. 4B). Profiting from the SNF/HAP networks in solution, SNF/HAP composites can stand on support substrates with pore sizes that are much larger (more than 100 times) than their own sizes, such as a 5-μm syringe macrofilter and 40- to 50-μm glass filters (section S7). As controls, other materials, such as top-down graphene oxide, however, directly pass through the filter (section S7). As a result, in addition to making pressure-driven filtration membranes (Fig. 4C), this SNF/HAP dispersion is suitable for producing highly permeable syringe ultrafilters (Fig. 4B and movie S4), even when a commercial syringe filter with a maximum pore size (the lowest cost systems) is used.

The next step is the purification of water. Even though the membranes exhibit higher water purification ability than do other water purification membranes (10, 11, 14) at hundred milliliter scale. Similar to other ultrafiltration membranes, the flow rates of dye solutions decline gradually with the increase of filtration time (Fig. 4F), because the dye molecules block the membrane pores. However, benefiting from the large pore size and high porosity in the HAP layers, the flux of dye solutions is still larger than 462.9 liter hour⁻¹ m⁻² bar⁻¹ after 24 hours of flow. A more detailed discussion about dye separation and adsorption performance of SNF/HAP membranes can be found in section S9. Figure 4H compares the separation efficiencies of SNF/HAP membranes for 5-nm gold nanoparticles with other water purification membranes reported in the literature (4–6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 21). The SNF/HAP membranes extend the “instep” pattern of the reported thickness
versus flux relationship and exhibit a more effective integration of thickness, flux, and separation performance.

Moreover, both SNF and HAP components have exhibited excellent adsorption of heavy metal ions (45); thus, SNF/HAP membranes can be used to remove heavy metal ions (Fig. 5, A and B). Removing metal ions is a formidable but critical task for water purification because heavy metal ions, such as Ni2+, Cr3+, and Pb2+, tend to accumulate in living organisms and are toxic and carcinogenic (Fig. 5D) (46). Therefore, the concentration of metal ions is strictly restricted to trace levels in drinking water. According to the World Health Organization guidelines for drinking water quality (47), the concentrations of Cu2+, Ni2+, Cr3+, and Pb2+ should be lower than 2, 0.07, 0.05, and 0.07 mg/liter, respectively (Fig. 5D). Although membrane-based technologies have advantages for heavy metal removal, such as ease of operation and space savings (48), their removal efficiencies are often poor because the pore sizes of the membranes are larger than those of the dissolved metal ions. The mechanism by which SNF/HAP membranes remove metal ions is derived from evidence that both the SNF and HAP components can interact with metal ions through chelation and ion exchange, respectively (49, 50).

Adsortption capacities of SNF/HAP multilayer membranes for metal ions are evaluated via a flux-controllable filtration process (see Fig. 3). The flux-controllable filtration process is a method that allows for the measurement of adsorption capacities and fluxes under controlled conditions. This method has been used to study the adsorption capacities of SNF/HAP membranes for metal ions, providing insights into their potential applications in water purification.
section S10) with values of at least 63.0 mg/g (Ni²⁺), which are much higher than those found for other types of ultrafiltration membranes (9, 11). The detailed adsorption kinetic and isotherm experiments and discussion of SNF/HAP nanocomposites for heavy metal ions can be found in section S10. Moreover, the metal ions adsorbed by the SNF/HAP membranes can be recycled and transferred to nontoxic nanomaterials via a universal, simple, and harmless postprocessing approach (see Fig. 5C and section S11 for more details). Briefly, the saturated membranes were redispersed in water by ultrasonication. Postprocessing was then applied to synthesize nontoxic nanomaterials.
or reusable functional nanomaterials, followed by the assembly of these nontoxic nanomaterial dispersions into bulk materials to avoid producing potentially toxic nanomaterials (Fig. 5E). After this recycling process, at least $92 \pm 4\%$ (Au$^{3+}$) of ion contaminants are removed and do not yield any secondary pollutants.

The broad acceptance of novel water purification nanotechnologies depends on their performance and affordability (51). Figure 5F and section S12 summarize the cost estimation versus adsorbent capacity of the most studied nanomaterials. The SNF/HAP composites show optimum performance in terms of both price and adsorbent capacity. The cost of SNF/HAP membrane is approximately $3.36$ per gram, which is comparable with that of cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) materials ($0.65$ to $2.80$). In terms of adsorbent capacity, SNF/HAP membranes are better than other inorganic nanomaterials and similar to the CNC hydrogels; however, because of the additional size-exclusion affinity of SNF/HAP membrane for dyes or other molecular contaminants, the SNF/HAP membranes are much more effective for water treatment than CNC hydrogels.

**DISCUSSION**

In summary, we report a new and optimized biomimetic route to fabricate biomaterial-based multilayer membranes for water purification, which consists of well-organized multilayer structures through silk self-assembly and in situ HAP biomineralization. These low-cost SNF/HAP membranes exhibit universal water purification capability for dyes, proteins, and nanocolloids. Moreover, the membranes can be formed from SNF/HAP dispersions under a short processing time, enabling the fabrication of multitype purification membranes, such as pressure-derived filtration membranes and syringe ultrafilters. More remarkably, SNF/HAP membranes can be used to remove metal ions, a unique feature in comparison to the capabilities of other nanofiltration membranes. The metal ion contaminants that are removed can also be reused by simple green routes to avoid secondary pollutants. These outcomes demonstrate the strong potential for this study for use of these new systems in a wide range of applications, such as wastewater treatment, nanotechnology, food industry, and the life sciences. Initially, we selected SNFs as starting materials. On the basis of our simulation results, different protein-based fibrils (that is, amyloid and collagen fibril) and their corresponding biomineral systems (that is, calcification and silicification) may be suitable for building multilayer structures in a similar fashion as demonstrated here for the SNF and HAP. In addition, engineered peptides and proteins, such as silk-, silk-elastin-, silkaffin-, and apatite-binding peptide-based peptides and proteins, are also useful starting materials because the interaction between these peptides and proteins with minerals can be evaluated and predicted by computational simulation. We can choose the optimized protein/mineral combination according to the in silico predictions to design and fabricate the desired multilayer (or uniform) constructions. This interaction between simulation and experiment not only allows larger design space for the materials but also improves the efficiency in the design of new materials with definable structures and properties.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Preparation of SNF solution**

First, *Bombyx mori* silkworm cocoon silk fibers were degummed by boiling in two 30-min changes of 0.5% (w/w) NaHCO$_3$ solution. Then, the degummed silk fibers were washed with distilled water and allowed to air-dry at room temperature. Next, a 10% (w/w) solution of degummed silk fibroin (SF) in aqueous 9.3 M LiBr solution was prepared by heating to 60°C for 1 hour. This solution was dialyzed with deionized water at room temperature to yield SF solution with a protein concentration of ~5 wt%. To grow SNFs, this solution was further adjusted to 0.1 wt% SF in aqueous solutions and incubated without any perturbation at 60°C over 7 days. The structural details of SNFs were characterized by AFM (Asylum Research, Oxford Instruments Company).

**Synthesis of HAP nanocrystals via biomineralization approach**

Our process was inspired by biomineralization behavior in nature: SNFs were used as capping agents and templates for mineral formation and growth. Specifically, 6 ml of 0.2 M CaCl$_2$ was added to 100 ml of SNF solution (0.1 wt %) under continuous stirring or agitation. Five minutes later, 6 ml of 0.2 M Na$_2$HPO$_4$ was introduced, and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 1 week to grow the HAP nanocrystals. The synthetic HAP nanocrystals were confirmed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements [Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer with the two-dimensional detector of General Area Detector Diffraction System (GADDS)]. The experiment was performed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Center for Materials Science and Engineering. Their structural features were disclosed by Ultra 55 field-emission SEM (Carl Zeiss AG).

**The preparation of SNF/HAP membranes**

All the SNF/HAP membranes were fabricated by vacuum filtration of the SNF dispersions through a vacuum filtration assembly and polycarbonate (PC) filtration membranes (pore size, 200 nm; diameter, 47 mm; Sigma-Aldrich).

**Coarse-grained simulation of NF/NP assembly**

MD simulations were run with the Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) molecular simulation package (52). Elastic network models were built in mechanics and geometry feature of the unit building blocks. Each NF flake and NP thread were modeled by an elastic network with mass concentrated at the junction beads to match the material densities, following the similar strategy that has been applied to modeling other biological materials (53). In the SNF/HAP system, as an example, an SNF was modeled by a series of mass beads connected by a series of harmonic springs, and a HAP flake was modeled by mass beads connected by a rectangular spring network. The total energy of each SF/HAP unit is given by

$$E = E_T + E_B + E_{\text{nonbond}}$$

where $E_T$ is the tensile deformation energy for fiber stretching, $E_B$ is for bending, and $E_{\text{nonbond}}$ is for nonbonded interaction with other SNF and HAP beads. The mathematical expressions of $E_T$ and $E_B$ contain carefully chosen elastic numerical constants to match the materials’ elastic properties (see section S2 for detailed parameters).

The interaction between a pair of nonbonded SNF/HAP beads was determined by the HAP-SNF surface energy $\gamma$, which was not certain because it depended on the molecular structure, chemical environment, and hierarchy structure of the interface in contact. Its value was tuned in our simulations, and we discovered that it could be used...
as a key parameter to govern the morphology of the layered structure. The simulation box size was 0.5 μm × 0.5 μm × 50 μm, with 50 μm along the axis of the flow direction, and periodic boundary conditions were applied to the other two directions. A collection of SNFs was generated, with their length distribution similar to that of experimental measurements, which has a mean value of 1 μm and an SD of 0.4 μm. The HAP model was built according to experimental measurements of the typical mineral size as 6 nm × 30 nm × 240 nm. The ratios of numbers of SNF and HAP molecules were computed according to their experimental volume ratios in solution. The volume ratios of both HAP and SNF were increased 16 times to account for the effect of getting concentrated at the bottom of the bottle and to overcome the limitation of size and time of simulations. Each SNF and HAP was initially randomly placed and oriented in the simulation box, as shown in fig. S2A. More details can be found in section S2.

Computational modeling of the effect of flow
We implicitly modeled the water flow by applying the drag force to all the coarse-grained beads. HAP and SNF beads were subjected to a gravity field that accounts for the drag force from the water flow. The drag force was given by the Stokes’ law as

\[ f_{\text{drag}} = -6\pi \mu R v \]  

(2)

where \( R \) is the effective bead radius for SNF and HAP materials (see section S6 for detailed values), \( \mu = 8.6 \times 10^{-4} \) Pa · s is the fluid viscosity constant of water at room temperature, and \( v = 250 \) m/s is the flow velocity we used in our simulations, and its large numerical value is used to overcome the limitation of time scale in simulation. All the numerical values of the physical parameters of the model are summarized in table S1.

The interaction between simulation and experiment for material design
The numerical values of the physical parameters of the SNF and HAP were based on the former studies of atomistic simulations, whereas values for chemical concentrations and particle geometries were obtained from experimental measurements in SEM. After computational simulation, the simulation result of the multilayer material (Fig. 1A) formed in silico was compared to the experimental observation in SEM (Fig. 3), and an agreement was found. Simulations showed that the multilayer membrane could only be formed with a relatively low SNF/HAP interaction. We have experimental evidence to show that SNF can easily exfoliate from the HAP surface to validate this conclusion.

Theoretical water flux of the SNF/HAP membrane
Starting from the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (44), the water flux of the SNF/HAP multilayer membrane was derived and given by

\[ f_{\text{flux}} = \frac{\pi(h_1 + h_2)}{8\mu H} \left( \frac{h_1}{\beta_1 r_1^2} + \frac{h_2}{\beta_2 r_2^2} \right) \]  

(3)

where \( H \) is the total thickness, \( \mu \) is the viscosity of water, and \( h_1 \) and \( r_i \) are the average thickness and the average radius of the pores, respectively, with lower index 1 for the SNF layer and lower index 2 for the HAP layer. \( \beta_i \) accounts for the pore’s surface density and shape factor (see section S8 for detailed derivations).

Separation performance measurements
The separation was performed on a vacuum filtration device (glass vacuum filtration assembly device, Sigma-Aldrich; membrane diameter, 47 mm; inner diameter of funnel top, 35 mm). For flux assessments, we followed the method used for other ultrathin membranes (4–6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 21). Typically, water or model compound solutions were filtered through the as-prepared membranes, which stand on a porous support membrane. The flux \( f \) (in liter hour⁻¹ m⁻² bar⁻¹) is calculated by \( f = V/(A t p) \), where \( V \) is the volume of the water filtered (in liters), \( A \) is the effective membrane filtration area (in square meters), \( t \) is the filtration time (in hours), and \( p \) is the suction pressure across the membrane (in bars). Here, note that \( A \) is the effective membrane filtration area instead of the membrane area. The effective filtration area is determined by membrane area and porosity of support membrane.

The separation performance measurements presented for different experiments can be found in section S9. In these experiments, the freshly prepared SNF/HAP membranes were directly exposed to water in the distilled water over 24-hour uninterrupted filtration, with a constant pressure of 80 kPa. Permeation was characterized by ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy and fluorescence spectrophotometry (SpectraMax M2, Molecular Devices) and inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES; Prodigy High Dispersion ICP, Teledyne Leeman Labs). Rejection (\( R \); %) was calculated by

\[ R = \left( 1 - \frac{C_p}{C_f} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(4)

where \( C_f \) and \( C_p \) are the concentrations of the compounds in the feed and permeate, respectively. Additional information on materials, characterizations, and simulations can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

Adsorption experiments
The adsorption experiments were carried out to evaluate the adsorption performance of dyes and heavy metals on the SNF/HAP composites. All dye and metal ion aqueous solutions were prepared using deionized water. The solutions of different concentrations used in various experiments were obtained by diluting stock solutions. For dye adsorption experiments, Rhodamine B, Congo Red, and Brilliant Blue G were chosen to conduct experiments because these dyes have different molecular sizes, charges, and structural features (see Fig. 4G for details). The initial concentration and volume of dye aqueous solutions for different experiments can be found in section S9. In these experiments, the freshly prepared SNF/HAP membranes were directly transferrable to well-capped dye aqueous solutions and allowed to stand at room temperature for 48 hours to reach adsorption equilibrium. In terms of metal ion adsorption experiments, the \( \text{Au}^{3+}, \text{Cu}^{2+}, \text{Ni}^{2+}, \text{and Cr}^{3+} \) ion aqueous solutions were selected to evaluate the adsorption performance of SNF/HAP composites. First, the 0.2 wt % SNF/HAP solution was concentrated by vacuum filtration to remove most of the water in solution. The resultant slurry was then processed by freeze-drying to obtain SNF/HAP adsorbents. All the sorption tests were conducted in capped 600-ml flasks containing 150 ml of metal ion aqueous solutions, which were prepared using deionized water. The initial metal ion concentrations of adsorption isotherms and kinetic experiments were set as 100 and 10 mg liter⁻¹, respectively. The dosage of SNF/HAP adsorbents was increased gradually from 50 to 350 mg.
After adsorption, the adsorbent was filtrated using a 0.2-μm membrane. The residual metal ion concentrations in the solutions were determined by an ICP-AES. More detailed experimental conditions and discussion can be found in section S10. The modeling of adsorption isotherms and kinetic experiments is presented in section S1.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/4/e1601939/DC1
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